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Att. Mr Alex Park 

 

 

Dear Alex 

 

               Camgrain Industries, Kettering, Northants – Project Navara 

 

 

Following our visit to site on the 11th June to examine the area designated for the above 

development and also inspect trial pits, I can report as follows. 

 

A series of 8 pits were excavated. The weather was mixed with heavy rain in the morning 

followed by drier but blustery conditions towards mid-day. All pits were dry with free-

draining material which stood open and stable for several hours following excavation. 

Generally, the soils profile exposed were much as expected with layered deposits of made 

ground, essentially coarse sandy, clayey and silty fill which was firm and typical of the 

material found in this part of Kettering being backfill following the removal of ironstone for 

the Corby steelworks. 

 

However, horizontally laminated deposits of weathered limestone in Trial Pit 2 served as a 

reminder that buried hard material capable of disrupting piling and/or stone column 

construction work, is always a risk on this site. Trial pit 8 in the extreme north east of the 

future building footprint was different again comprising of 4m of fine buff-coloured, silty 

sand with some occasional bands of silty clay. Whilst the discovery of this material makes 

little difference to the possible use of ground improvement techniques in terms of the 

maximum bearing capacity achievable, it will require some additional design adjustments to 

ensure equanimity of slab settlements. The presence of existing earth bunds running along 

most  the western edge of the proposed building were also investigated and found to 

comprise of topsoil which, although not highly organic, was not of sufficient quality to be 

used as engineering material. 

 

As stated previously, use of the CDC compaction system as used on the Flatstore, will 

provide a maximum increased ground bearing capacity of  200 kN/m2 on the Navara project. 

This option remains unchanged. Settlements of the main building frame would be limited to 

25mm whilst floor slab differential settlements should have gradients no worse than 1 in 800 

assuming live loadings of around 60 kN/m2.  I also assume that internal slabs will be 

compartmentalised. This may well require variations in treatment intensities to avoid 

noticeable variations of settlement. It will also be advisable to extend the CDC treatment 

beyond the building footprint . This will help to provide a cut-off to laterally induced ground 

stress. 



 

Bearing in mind the discovery of a sub soil variation as described, I think it would be a wise 

precaution to carry out a little more soil investigation prior to the preparation of tender 

information. This work can be limited to a series of 8m deep Dynamic Cone Penetrometer 

(DCP) tests tabuluated to SPT and CBR values. These tests involve driving a series of 1m 

long steel rods into the ground using a known weight falling through a known distance with 

measurements taken of the resistance encountered. The machinery requires little advance 

site or access preparation as the penetrometer rig is small and self-propelled involving just 

two operatives. However, it would be very advantageous to have gpConstruction mark out 

test positions – say one test adjacent to each trial pit and ensure that the vehicle carrying the 

testing rig can access all the site locations. Graphical results from site tests will be available 

within two days. 

 

DCP work is offered by several soils investigation Companies, but most of them don’t own 

their own rigs and hire-in as required. I tend to stick to one owner-operator, Nigel and 

Alexander Milliner of Geo-Probe Environmental, based in Hampshire, 0118 981 5853 or 

07917 566239. I have always found Nigel to be reliable, producing high quality work at a 

competitive price. He has quoted me an all-in rate of £1,500 plus VAT for one day’s field 

testing at Kettering. He would aim to arrive on site around 8.30 am and work through until 

all 8 No. x 8m deep probes have been completed, working into the evening if required. In 

the event that underground obstructions or other circumstances delay their finish, he will 

return the next day for an added charge of £500. Should you prefer not to engage Geo-

Probe, you could call Geotechnics of Coventry, 024 7669 4664. They are site investigation 

specialists who operate their own DCP rig. 

 

My final comment is more of an observation than a recommendation and it involves site 

platform levels. Looking at the steady incline of the site from south to north, selection of an 

efficient working platform level is important to avoid extensive excavation or treatment of 

excessive thickness of upfilling.  If it would be possible to cope with an upfill of around 1 – 

1.5m at the lower (southern) end of the new building, the total of excavation at the other end 

would be limited to around 3m. Upfilling of this amount would require a shallow ramp from 

the existing road/hardstanding behind the Plant Room and a similar grading for the new 

access road at the top end. This option would also minimise the need for expensive retaining 

walls where the road radiates around the gable-end of the new building. I would guess that 

the balance point for cut-and-fill would be around halfway along its longest side, but a 

topographical survey would confirm this guesswork. 

 

Please let me know if you need any further information. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Alan Moxhay 

 

 




